Express Yourself
Through Light
with Fresco Show™

Extending the Fresco platform, Fresco Show is a complete dynamic lighting control solution that puts unparalleled creative power at your fingertips.

- Intuitive control for dimmers, relays, multi-colored LEDs and moving lights
- Program the entire show from patch to playlist without the need for a computer or programming console
- Up to four DMX512 universes
- Simple playback with clean user interface
- Asynchronous operation of multiple playlists supports an unlimited number of rooms controlled independently from one touchscreen
- Automatic grouping reduces setup time and configurable timing makes recording easy
- Built-in effects engine simplifies end-user authoring of sophisticated looks
- Automatic Move-In Black feature with memories and cues
- Multi-platform off-line editor for sharing show files between Fresco Show WM touchscreen and Fresco Show DTP console
- The Fresco Show is a comprehensive lighting control solution including, touchscreens, networking, button/slider stations, and lighting management panels
Meet the Family
The Fresco Show network of touchscreens, DMX networking, button/slider stations and lighting management panels work together to manage multiple lighting sources, in multiple lighting zones. All from one simply elegant touchscreen.

Fresco Show WM Touchscreen
Architectural Lighting Touchscreen

Fresco Show DTP
Intelligent DMX512 Control

Fresco Lighting Management Panel
Multi-module lighting control panel

Fresco DXT
DMX512-A networking panel

Fresco Show NSB
Button/Slider Station

Vignette
Stand-alone Button/Slider Station

Fresco DXT LPDD
Unified DMX512 control panel for LED